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Abstract:

Instance-based Incident Analysis (IIA) – a labor intensive and error-prone task – requires analysts to review
text-based reports of incidents, where each may be evidence of a larger problem that requires regulatory
action. Given the rise of reporting systems in many organizations, there is a need to explore tools that may aid
IIA analysts in exploring, evaluating, and generalizing findings across a large set of independently produced
reports in a unified workflow – currently not supported by existing tools. In this work, we contribute a design
study conducted in collaboration with Pharmacovigilance experts at the US Food and Drug Administration.
Following a series of interviews and discussions focused on workflows and toolsets, we develop a prototype,
ConText, which combines domain-informed computational methods with interactive visual displays to support
evidence identification, collection, and management for IIA. We evaluate ConText via case studies and
follow-up semi-structured interviews, depicting its effectiveness in performing IIA tasks of evidence collection
and monitoring. We discuss insights derived from the design and evaluation of ConText that may be valuable
for designing future interactive analytic systems for life-critical IIA workflows.

1

INTRODUCTION

Text-based reporting systems are prevalent across
a wide sector of regulatory organizations.
In
Pharmacovigilance, the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) monitors adverse event
reports submitted by patients to identify adverse
drug reactions or medication errors (Härmark and
Van Grootheest, 2008). In the aviation industry,
the US Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) is
mandated to investigate service difficulty reports
to better identify ongoing maintenance issues with
aircraft (SDR, 2021; Marais and Robichaud, 2012).
Similarly, the US Consumer Financial Protection
Bureau (CFPB, 2021) is responsible for collecting
and analyzing consumer complaints about unfair, or
deceptive financial practices.
We refer to these reports as incident reports,
and the activities analysts perform in these critical
text-based reporting systems as Instance-based
Incident Analysis (IIA). A common goal for IIA
is to analyze and then organize incoming reports
such that the relevant incident reports serving as
evidence for a particular issue are captured within

one coherent collection (Kakar et al., 2019b). This
report collection can then be used as evidence for
regulatory decision-making on products or services.
IIA activities require analysts’ judgement throughout
the process to make decisions on the importance
and relevance of each report to an investigation,
hence making IIA a suitable candidate for interactive
analytics approaches.
In this work, we focus on Pharmacovigilance as
a case domain for IIA, where robust detection of
adverse reactions and medication errors represents a
life-critical task, as adverse reactions are one of the
leading causes of death worldwide (Lazarou et al.,
1998). Given this criticality, drug safety analysts must
perform due diligence on hundreds of incident reports
on a daily basis, with the aim of identifying reports as
evidence to a suspected drug safety problem.
When these analysts find an incident of concern
with a particular drug or medical treatment, they
tend to pivot their analyses toward finding and
organizing similar incidents to build a case for
action (Kakar et al., 2019b). These cases need
continuous management as instances of evidence
are received over time. Cases may take longer to
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conclude as enough evidence is needed to confirm
a potential problem. Thus, analysts continuously
monitor multiple cases and add evidence to them as
reports are received weekly.
In this paper, we present a design study
involving a prototype tool, ConText, designed in
collaboration with FDA analysts that aims to support
them in Instance-based Incident Analysis (IIA).
ConText assists an analyst to interactively examine
individual text narratives aided by domain-informed
NLP-generated interest points to identify evidential
information within a report. ConText then realizes
a systematic approach for assisting analysts in finding
instances of evidence to build and strengthen a case
supporting the occurrence of a critical incident, and
interactively managing multiple ongoing cases by
leveraging analysts’ knowledge and findings. We
evaluate the effectiveness of ConText for IIA via case
studies and interviews.
Contributions of this work include:
• Characterization of the Instance-based Incident
Analysis (IIA) workflow and ongoing challenges
through in-depth analysis of IIA practices via
a series of interviews and follow-up discussions
with domain experts at the FDA.
• ConText, an iteratively designed IIA-focused
prototype that includes a composition
of
visualization
and
domain-informed
computational elements designed to aid analysts
in evidence collection and management by
providing a unified workflow.
• Recommendations following insights gained
during the development and evaluation
of ConText that opens opportunities in
human-computer interaction and visualization for
designing future systems supporting IIA.

2
2.1

BACKGROUND AND RELATED
WORK
Incident Report Analysis

Much of the existing work in Pharmacovigilance
has focused on applying computational techniques
on incident reports to detect potential drugs causing
reactions (Karimi et al., 2015). Extensive work
developing natural language processing (NLP)
techniques to extract key information from clinical
notes and incident reports (Wunnava et al., 2020)
also exists. These techniques alone, however, are not
sufficient due to the analysts’ judgement being core

to IIA, making it a viable candidate for interactive
analytics.
On the other hand, publicly available online tools
such as OpenFDAVigil (Böhm et al., 2016) allow
the general public explore incident reports and get
basic statistics about the reports. Other approaches
have visualized relationships between drugs and their
reported reactions (Jian-Xiang et al., 2015; Kakar
et al., 2019b). These works do neither characterize
nor support the broader scope of IIA activities
performed by the analysts. Apart from this, we
are not aware of studies to understand IIA tasks or
approaches that use interactive analytics to support
such tasks performed in other domains, such as,
aviation (SDR, 2021) and financial services (CFPB,
2021).

2.2 Visual Document Analytics
The majority of the existing visualization techniques
for text analysis center around designing summaries
of a set of documents using topic analysis,
word-clouds or meta information from text (Liu et al.,
2018; Görg et al., 2013; Kakar et al., 2019a).
These overviews may be potentially applied to
screen a particular problem represented by a set of
reports. Our goal instead is to support evidence
identification and collection for a potential problem,
screened using one of these overview techniques
(Kakar et al., 2019a; Görg et al., 2013).
Extensive research work has been done to design
visual tools for ‘close reading’ of literary texts, such
as books and poems (Jänicke et al., 2015). These tools
help in understanding the structure and content of the
literary documents. Literary texts are different than
incident reports in the sense that the later corresponds
to problem-centric documents to be investigated with
the sole purpose to assess the reported incidents.
In the medical domain, visual analytics tools
target the analysis and summarization of electronic
health records (EHR) and clinical notes (Shneiderman
et al., 2013; Sultanum et al., 2018). The majority
of these tools display overviews of patient’s medical
history consisting of multiple events to help the
medical professionals with diagnosis or treatment.
Conversely, in IIA, analysts identify an issue that is
happening to multiple patients and build a case by
collecting evidence about similar incidents to take a
regulatory action.

2.3 Analytics Record Keeping Tools
Extensive research has been conducted to manage
and annotate insights during exploration (Chen et al.,
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2010; Gotz et al., 2006) which resembles our case
management task.
Harvest (Shrinivasan et al.,
2009) provides a mixed-initiative based approach to
automatically recommend notes and concepts from
past analyses that are relevant to the current analysis.
Sandbox (Wright et al., 2006) is a gesture-based
editor for collecting and managing insights and
discoveries on a visualization.
Click2annotate
(Chen et al., 2010) provides automatically computed
editable templates for interpreting outliers and
clusters. Jigsaw’s successor (Liu et al., 2010) supports
insight capturing using text-diagramming, that allows
an investigator to sketch their findings on a timeline.
These systems target the design of interactive
techniques to allow analysts frame relevant
information together and clarify connections between
data points. Our goal instead is to use analysts’
captured insights to support evidence collection for
ongoing investigations to assist the IIA workflow.

2.4

Investigative Tools

Investigative tools such as Jigsaw (Stasko et al.,
2008; Görg et al., 2013) focus on finding
relationships among data entities within and across
documents, constructing visualizations around these
relationships. While like Jigsaw, we extract key
information from the text narratives, one difference
is that exploration in JigSaw ends with reading the
individual documents (Stasko et al., 2008), while
ConText’s workflow starts with the analysis of
individual report and mainly focuses on collecting
independent instances of evidences for similar
problem. Moreover, ConText supports interactive
tracking of multiple simultaneous cases required
for IIA. For IIA, Jigsaw can be used to screen a
certain problem, while ConText supports the tasks of
evidence identification, collection, and management
for the screened problem.
On the other hand, bug tracking tools aim to
resolve bugs related to software or issues related
to products or services (Serrano and Ciordia, 2005;
Avnon and Boggan, 2010). The majority of such
tools (Serrano and Ciordia, 2005) aim to resolve
software bugs by assigning the problem tickets
to respective agents and track the status of their
resolution. In contrast, our goal is to support the
intermediate steps, i.e., the evidence identification
and collection to be able to initiate an action to be
taken towards the resolution of a problem. Similarly,
in cybersecurity, tools have been designed to help
operators quickly identify and address network
intrusions and incidents (Amershi et al., 2011). Like
cybersecurity, our goal of finding critical issues
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remains, but the data, challenges, and workflows
of security and drug incident response domains
vary— requiring thorough design, development, and
evaluation of incident management and response tools
for Pharmacovigilance.

3

UNDERSTANDING THE IIA
WORKFLOW AT THE FDA

This work is part of our over two and a half years
collaboration with the FDA to design visual analytics
to improve their drug safety review process.

3.1 Methodology
For this project, we conducted a series of
semi-structured in-person interviews and follow-up
discussions with five (5) domain experts who
were drug safety analysts, to understand their
IIA workflow, tools, and challenges.
In our
preliminary interviews, we observed the drug
safety analysts performing their routine review
tasks in a think-aloud manner. We recorded these
interviews and transcribed them to get concrete
design requirements for ConText.
After these preliminary interviews we had
biweekly remote meetings and email discussions with
three of these experts to get more feedback initially on
the requirements and validation of our understanding
of the review process, and eventually on the design of
ConText during the later stages of the project. Overall
the project took about eight months from requirement
analysis to development detailed in Section 6.

3.2 Background on Incident Reports
Based on our interviews we learned that the U.S.
Food and Drug Administration (FDA) regularly
receives medical incident reports about medication
errors and adverse reactions through their adverse
event reporting system know as FAERS (FDA,
2021). These reports are submitted by consumers,
health-care professionals and drug manufacturers.
Each report has structured information such as
demographics of the patients and therapy related
information and an unstructured narrative describing
the details of the adverse event suspected to be caused
by the drug.

3.3 Current IIA Practices at the FDA
Based on our extensive analysis and discussions with
the domain experts, we express our understanding of
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Figure 1: Instance-based Incident Analysis (IIA) workflow in the FDA with tools supporting each task. Tasks (a & d) are out
of the scope of this work.

the current IIA workflow at the FDA as depicted in
Fig. 1. Incident reports about suspected drug-safety
problems are investigated every week in a batch-wise
manner to find potential reactions and errors caused
by medical products. The goal of the analysts is
to find if any of these reports is discussing a real
potential problem and indeed is worthy of further
investigation and ultimately warranting regulatory
action.
Teams of drug safety analysts review these reports
based on the medical products assigned to them to
detect potential critical incidents. The analysts triage
reports related to a suspected drug-safety problem
based on structured information associated with each
report in the FAERS, such as severity of the incidents
(Fig. 1a). If the analysts find a report indicative of
a problem, they examine the text narratives of the
triaged report to analyze the details of the incident
and identify if the narrative has enough information
and can serve as evidence to the reported problem
(Fig. 1b).
Once an incident is identified as evidence to
a suspected problem, other reports that could
potentially further corroborate the incident, are
collected to build a case to be presented to the
management for further evaluation (Fig. 1c). Once
sufficient evidence is compiled that can confirm the
problem then regulatory actions are taken (Fig. 1d).
These actions include adding warnings to the drug
label or in worst case removing the product from the
market (Härmark and Van Grootheest, 2008). In this
paper, we only focus on narrative analysis to identify
evidential reports and case building and management
to collect and monitor evidence (Fig. 1b & c).
Next we describe a real example of IIA revealing
its importance and the challenges involved.

3.4 Motivating Real World IIA Scenario
from FDA
In 2012, the FDA analysts were conducting their
routine review of reports to find drug safety problems.
During the analysis of one of the report’s narrative
(Fig. 1b), the analyst observed that a patient using
steroid injection was hospitalized due to a rare
adverse reaction “fungal meningitis”. This was an
unexpected and critical adverse event. The analyst
thus decided to open an investigation about this
incident and searched through the database to see if
other similar incidents had been reported (Fig. 1c).
After exhaustively searching and collecting other
evidential reports, they built a case and found
that these patients received steroid injections from
the New England Compounding Center (Fig. 1d).
The investigation was concluded with an order of
inspection of the facility. Later, it was revealed that
the product was contaminated due to the violation
of safety standards. Thus regulatory actions were
taken (FDA, 2018). This incident corresponds to
the well-known fungal meningitis outbreak scandal in
Massachusetts that killed 64 people and hospitalized
700 nationwide (FDA, 2018).
Clearly, the more effectively we can support the
tasks of such investigative process (Fig. 1b & c), the
faster we can solve potentially life threatening health
issues, such as the crisis described above.

3.5 Challenges in Current IIA Practices
Analysts currently perform IIA tasks manually
using a variety of tools to analyze the narratives
(Fig. 1b) and collect further evidence to build
a case (Fig. 1c) if the report is indicative of
investigation. For instance, analysts use FAERS
Business Intelligence System (FBIS) (BIFACT, 2019)
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to compose SQL-based search queries to retrieve
relevant reports from the FAERS database using the
structured information. Analysts use Microsoft (MS)
Excel and MS Access to keep track of their ongoing
investigations by manually recording reports evidence
to these investigations. Similarly, MS Word is used to
search through the narratives text when investigating
a particular incident.
These current practices utilise tools and
techniques that require a manual trawl through
the reports, which is time-consuming, laborious and
error prone. Moreover, in IIA, evidence is collected
over time as reports are reviewed every week,
manually keeping track of the open investigations
and adding evidence as they are received, solely
relies on the analysts’ memory. This becomes even
challenging for the investigations that are open for
a longer period of time, i.e., months even years.
While, analysts are the drivers of the IIA process –
their judgment and perspective is crucial to make
decision on a report’s importance and opening
an investigation – a unified tool is needed that
leverages computational and interactive features to
help them efficiently achieve their goals of evidence
identification, collection, and management.

4

IIA TASKS AND DESIGN
REQUIREMENTS

Below we describe the core tasks derived from our
interactions (Section. 3) with the domain experts.
T1 Identify Evidential Information within a
Report. Analysts review every report to make
sure not to miss any potential problem that
is critical to the organization. The goal is
to identify if any of the reports can serve as
evidence to the problem. Analysts seek specific
information within a report to assess if the report
has evidential information. This key information
includes the demographics of the patient, the
drugs taken by the patient and the observed
reactions. Other factors such as medical history
and symptoms etc. are also assessed.
T2 Collect Evidence and Build Case-series. Once
a suspected problem is escalated, substantial
evidence (reports) is needed to support that a
drug might be causing the reaction. When the
first report serving evidence to a problem, is
discovered, reports are searched over a longer
period of time to see if further evidence exists.
Analysts formulate queries and refine them
continuously to get all the relevant reports that
42

represent additional evidence.
T3

Track Multiple Case-series.
Due to a
high number of potential suspected problems
(thousands of drugs and reactions), a large
number of case-series may be opened
simultaneously for ongoing investigations
of multiple problems, as investigations for
drug-safety problems generally take longer to be
concluded. In addition, due to recurrence, new
case-series are formed as new reports are received
and analyzed every week. Thus, keeping track
of all active case-series and collecting relevant
evidence for them while keeping an eye on the
new batch of reports to not miss an alarming
problem is extremely challenging.

As opposed to doing these tasks manually and
with no guidance, ConText combines them into
a single workflow and provides interactive views
and features to augment the analysis. To formally
justify the design components and features discussed
throughout the rest of this paper, we define a set of
guidelines that ConText should adhere to:
DG1 Highlight Evidential Information within
Report. The key information within a text
narrative that can be used as evidence to
confirm the suspected problem should be easily
identifiable.
DG2 Support Instance-based Evidence Search.
Analysts extensively formulate and refine queries
based on keywords from an identified evidential
report to find other similar reports that can serve
as evidence to the suspected problem. The system
should compose such queries automatically and
allow analysts to interactively curate them.
DG3 Facilitate Automatic Tracking of Multiple
Cases.
The system should keep track of
the open cases (investigations) by automatically
identifying instances of reports evidence to these
cases as they are received every week and notify
the analysts to validate such findings.
ConText contains three visual components
to fulfill these requirements.
For DG1, the
Incident Analysis View is designed to help
analysts identify evidential information within a
report. In consideration of DG2 and DG3, the
Case Management Dashboard is designed to help
in evidence collection to build and monitor cases,
respectively.

ConText: Supporting the Pursuit and Management of Evidence in Text-based Reporting Systems

5

DESIGNING ConText FOR IIA

ConText is designed to achieve the IIA tasks to
identify, collect, and monitor evidence for ongoing
investigations in a unified manner. ConText has two
main components, the Incident Analysis View (Fig. 2)
and the Case Management Dashboard View (Fig. 4).

5.1

Incident Analysis View

The incident analysis view provides the line-listing
of the reports (Fig. 2-Left) along with the Content
analysis panel (Fig. 2-Right) for narrative analysis.
An analyst can select a report from the line-listing
and analyze its text narrative to interactively identify
evidential information using the features below.
Domain-informed Access Points. Analysts need
to identify the evidential information in the text
narratives that can help them assess if the report
indeed necessitates the opening of an investigation.
ConText aids analysts to locate the important
relevant information (access points) within the text
quickly via natural language processing (NLP).
These domain-informed access points include the
data elements requested by the analysts to be
extracted such as drugs, reactions and demographics.
Though various techniques to extract name entities
from biomedical text exist (Allahyari et al., 2017;
Wunnava et al., 2017), we leverage the MEFA
framework, that uses a combination of rule-based
and machine-learning-based name-entity recognition
techniques to extract the key information from the
FAERS reports narratives (Wunnava et al., 2017).
Fig. 2 depicts a text narrative with highlighted
access points extracted using NLP to guide the
analyst. We provide an option to interactively correct
or update any inaccurate extracted information using
the annotation menu (Fig. 2f). Further, these access
points can be toggled on or off based on the analyst’s
preference. Options to search within the narrative are
also provided (Fig. 2e).
User Driven Annotations. Besides the access points,
ConText also provides the analyst with the ability
to add free-form comments linked with an evidential
report or mark interesting keywords or phrases while
reading and analyzing a document. Such direct
annotations from the analyst are very useful. First,
analysts can remember their insights and findings
when the document is reviewed again at a later time.
Second, these annotations can be helpful in capturing
the information that is important to the analysts for
assessing an incident, and thus can be leveraged to
facilitate the next steps of investigation as discussed
below.

5.2 Case Management Dashboard
To provide an interactive approach to build and
monitor case-series, we have designed the incident
case management dashboard (Fig. 4) that provides the
following features.
Case Creation. At any time during the analysis if an
analyst considers a report important enough to open
an investigation, ConText allows her to interactively
create a case ((Fig. 2c) and add the report into the case
((Fig. 2d). The analyst can also select if a report is
primary (strong evidential information) or supportive
evidence (weak information) to the case (Fig. 2d).
Case Building. When a case is created, ConText
recommends other reports with similar evidential
information to assist the analyst in building a case.
For this we leverage the keywords marked within
the report, either using NLP or explicitly annotated
by the analyst as they convey important information
about the reports — therefore are conduits towards
constructing descriptors of a case. These case
descriptors are used to automatically recommend
reports that are most similar to the reports within a
a case. A similar approach is taken by Cheng et
al. (Cheng and Gotz, 2009) to recommend relevant
web pages based on user’s notes. More advanced
document recommendation techniques using word
embeddings (Berger et al., 2016) can also be plugged
into ConText.
An analyst can interactively update the
domain-informed “recommendation query” by
modifying the descriptors as well as operation
(Fig. 3).
We leverage the well-known Okapi
BM25 (Robertson et al., 2009) information retrieval
model with the inverted index built upon incident
reports to implement such recommendation (using
Apache Lucene). The reports that match the query
descriptors are ranked based on the proportion of the
matched descriptors from the query represented as
glyph (Fig. 4b).
Case Summary. ConText provides an overview
of the reports collected within a case-series by
displaying a summary of the key information
including the phrases marked by the analyst during
the analysis of the narratives (Fig. 4d). For the
analysts annotations, we display each keyword as
a bar with its length mapped to the frequency of
the keyword. The count of reports associated with
a keyword is also displayed to help analysts in
composing their query.
An analyst can also view the distribution of the
reports marked as strong and supportive evidence,
along with the comments added to reports within a
case. This helps the analyst to quickly review the
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Figure 2: The Incident Analysis View allows analyst to identify evidential reports with line-listing of reports on the left and
Content Analysis Panel on the right. (a) Current weeks reports. (b) Panel to view searched reports. (c) The dashboard panel
with active cases. (d) To add a report to a case. (e) Menu to correct and control the annotations in the narrative. (f) Option
to search across the reports and creating notes on a report. Due to privacy concerns, a FAERS-like publicly available safety
report narrative (Da Silva and Krishnamurthy, 2016) is shown in the Content Panel.

important details of their case especially when a case
is open for a longer time.
Case Monitoring. An analyst might be working
with many active cases, with some new and others
older ones. Therefore, ConText provides an alerting
feature to notify analysts about the arrival of new
evidential reports that are relevant to any existing
active case-series. Every week new reports are
added to the existing unread reports, thus creating
a new batch. When new reports are received that
match an existing case-series in terms of the specified
recommendation query, then analysts are alerted on
their dashboard (Fig. 4e). By default the alert
operation uses the case descriptors from the case
summary to recommend the relevant reports. When
desired, the analyst can customize the alert criteria by
modifying the query (Fig. 3).

6

DEVELOPMENT PROCESS
AND INSIGHTS

As previously mentioned, ConText is part of our over
two years of collaboration with the FDA. In this
section, we discuss some of the main steps of the
design and development process during this period.
Our goal is to highlight some of the challenges we
faced during this time – this will be the basis for some
44
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Figure 3: The Recommendation Query Panel with both
NLP and user generated descriptors to allow analysts steer
investigations by finding relevant evidential reports.

of the lessons we present in Section 8.
Though our design study does not explicitly
follow the nine stages suggested by Sedlmair et
al. Sedlmair et al. (2012), we did naturally progress
through the main stages of the process. Due to our
ongoing collaboration, we had observed that evidence
collection and management were one of the core
and most frequently performed tasks. Thus our first
stage started with the core phase to discover and
characterize the problem Sedlmair et al. (2012), that
is, requirement analysis as discussed in Section 3.
During the design phase, we iteratively refined
our designed features, visualizations and interface
based on the feedback from the experts. As design
alternatives, we presented sketches of tag-clouds
with tf-idf and topic clusters using Latent Dirichlet
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Allocation Blei et al. (2003) for report analysis. The
experts, however, found these approaches suitable
for someone unfamiliar with these reports to get
general insights. Analysts instead emphasized on
keeping the raw reports intact as they seek certain
information within these reports for decision making.
For the recommended documents our initial designs
included 2D representations (tiles) of the most similar
documents with score mapped to visual cues, but
analysts wanted to access the actual report along with
the score right away without additional mouse clicks
(Fig. 4b).
During the implement phase, after ConText
was developed and tested in lab for usability, we
conducted a pilot test with these three experts,
which highlighted a few usability issues as well as
suggestions on improving ConText features. For
instance, experts suggested to let analysts choose
which keywords they want to use for search in the
Recommendation Query, and allowing them to set a
customized alert for case monitoring as the criteria for
evidence might vary from incident to incident. Other
suggestions included using visual cues to differentiate
between NLP-based keywords and user annotations
for efficient query editing. After including these
features in the final version of ConText presented
in Section 5, we evaluated the system by conducing
case-studies and interviews with ten analysts that
were not involved in the design process and discuss
it in detail in Section 7. Finally, the insights we
gained during the design and development of ConText
in Section 8 corresponds to the write and reflect stages
of writing design studies Sedlmair et al. (2012).

7

EVALUATING ConText FOR IIA
IN PHARMACOVIGILANCE

To demonstrate the effectiveness of ConText for
IIA, we conducted case studies (Lam et al., 2011)
followed by semi-structured interviews with ten
domain experts (˜20% of the workforce). These
experts (9 females, 1 male, average age = 37.1 years)
were drug safety analysts at the FDA. They were not
involved in the design process of ConText and were
familiar with basic visualizations such as bar charts.
These evaluation sessions were each 1.25 hour
long. During the first 15 minutes, we demonstrated
the ConText prototype to these experts.
After
getting familiar to ConText (˜10 minutes), we asked
these experts to explore the system to perform
IIA tasks by analyzing their reports set in a
think-aloud manner for about 30 minutes, while
the follow-up semi-structured interviews including

a survey and discussions took approximately 20
minutes. The FAERS data from 2014 was used during
the evaluation. We took notes and recorded their
feedback during these sessions and later transcribed
them for analysis.

7.1 Case Studies
To illustrate the workflow of ConText and how it
supports the Instance-based Incident Analysis (IIA)
tasks, we only present the following case studies
conducted with one of the analysts here due to
space limitation. However, other analysts were
able to derive similar findings. One of the analyst
volunteered for follow-ups regarding the evidence
alert feature of the system (illustrated below). The
names of the analysts in these case studies are
pseudo-anonymized.
Amy, a drug safety analyst responsible for
medication error detection starts exploration of the
reports using the Incident Analysis View (Fig. 2a).
She has received 243 reports for this week that she
needs to analyze one by one. From the line-listing,
she observes that the drug ‘Cisatracurium’ is reported
to have a serious outcome, thus she filters the reports
for this drug and opens the narrative of the first report
to read it (Fig. 2). The first thing she notices are the
highlighted drug names and medication errors. She
immediately reads the sentence that has the mention
of the drugs. It says “Pharmacist called stating
that they may be experiencing potency issues with
Cisatracurium and Padilaxel, but they are not sure..”.
Skimming through the rest of the narrative,
she comments “this narrative does not give much
information about the incident, so i will not read it
further”. She marks the report as ‘read’. It turns
grey in the reports panel (Fig. 2-Left) to allow quick
recognition of its ‘read’ state. She next opens the
second narrative. While reading through the narrative,
she finds the term ‘internal bleeding’ and highlights it
using the interesting marking on the annotation menu
(Fig. 2e). She marks the narrative as read, and adds
the comment “insufficient information”.
She repeats the same process for the next five
narratives and keeps highlighting the interesting
words in each narrative and adds comments where
needed. She states, “this is our routine, most of
the reports are false alarms and usually don’t get
investigated further”.
For the next report’s narrative, she reads the
sentence “several ICU nurses were having difficulty
in reading the commercially labeled concentration
of Cisatracurium vials” with ‘Cisatracurium’
highlighted. She says, “Cisatracurium is a muscle
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Figure 4: Dashboard view for the Case ‘Cisatracurium’. (a) Reports within the case. (b) Recommended reports for the case.
(c) Controls for recommendation query. (d) Case summary. (e) Alert of getting new evidential reports for the case Exforge.

paralyzing agent used on patients before surgery, if
the concentration is mistaken then it can have critical
health consequences”. She is now suspicious and is
reading the full narrative from start to end. As she
is reading, she highlights other phrases of interest
to her. She seems interested in this narrative and
explains, “this narrative can be describing a potential
medication error with the drug Cisatracurium having
similar labels for different concentrations” (T1). She
adds “Difficulty reading the commercially labeled
concentration of Cisatracurium vials, both font size
and color contrast on the label” as a summary of
the narrative by clicking on the comment button on
the Content Analysis view (Fig. 2f). She clicks on
the ‘Create New Case’ icon (Fig. 2c) and names it
‘Cisatracurium’ and add the description. By clicking
the case name, she includes the report in this case as
strong evidence (Fig. 2d). She can see the details of
this newly created case in the dashboard (Fig. 4).
She now investigates if there are other evidential
reports in the database with similar characteristics.
She clicks on the “recommendation setting” button
(Fig. 4c) and uses the default option of selecting all
keywords in the query (Fig. 3). In a few seconds,
she sees 13 reports in the recommended reports panel
(Fig. 4b) that match the search criteria which she
needs to investigate further one by one (T2).
She repeats the same process the next two weeks.
At that time, she has identified two new reports for
this case. She also has created two more cases
‘Domperidone’ and ‘Exforge’ through her findings
during these past two weeks. She again is curious
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about the reports inside the ‘Cisatracurium’ case. By
clicking on her ‘Cisatracurium’ case under her list of
active cases (Fig. 4), she reads the description and
remembers that this case was about some confusion
in reading different concentrations of Cisatracurium.
She also sees on the summary panel, that one of
the three reports is a strong evidence while two are
supportive.
Now, she is curious about the most important
keywords in this case that she has been marking
during her analysis. Using the drop-down menu
(Fig. 4d), she selects “User-defined keywords”
and sees a distribution of the most frequently
words marked by her. She observes that the most
frequent terms in all these cases are “confusion” and
“concentration”. Reading through the comments, she
says “I remember, these reports were talking about
confusion in reading the concentration information”.
She now goes back to her routine report analysis.
Case Monitoring. One week later, when Amy
logs into ConText, she gets a notification of six
newly received reports on her ‘Exforge’ case in her
dashboard (Fig. 4e). She opens the case and sees the
list of recommended reports (T3). Upon skimming
their narratives one by one, she comments “Although
these reports discuss issues with Exforge, none of
these reports however have sufficient information, so
I will just mark them as read”. Amy then proceeds to
this week’s routine analysis. At any time during her
analysis, she can go back to investigate a particular
case.
In this way, ConText allows Amy to efficiently

perform her IIA tasks in identifying evidential
information within the reports, guiding her towards
further evidence to build and monitor multiple
investigations.

7.2

Expert Interviews

Participants Percentage
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60%
50%

3

4

5

40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

As part of the evaluation, after the aforementioned
case-studies,
we conducted semi-structured
interviews with these 10 experts to get further
feedback on the strengths and weaknesses of the
system. We asked participants to rate the importance
of ConText’s main features on a 5 point likert-scale,
and discuss the reasons for their importance. Overall,
the feedback was encouraging. Fig. 5 depicts the
features that were considered the most important
for the workflow by the majority of our participants
(avg rating > 3.0). From Fig. 5 we see that
‘analysts annotations’ supported by current tools is
comparatively rated lower than the novel features that
are not supported.
Justifications for the lower ratings (3-score)
provided by the majority of participants included
concerns about the accuracy of the computational
techniques, that is, recommending the relevant
evidence and identifying key information within the
narratives using NLP. One participant mentioned
“The highlights in the text [pointing towards
NLP-generated access points] were not always
correct, an adverse reaction was highlighted as an
indication. It would be great if these mistakes are
not that often”. Four participants mentioned that if
the system consistently guides them towards the true
evidential reports, then they would trust these features
and ConText would be beneficial for their tasks. Other
minor features including ‘marking a report strong or
supportive evidence’ and ‘being able to search within
the narrative’ received an average rating of < 2.3.
Analysts evidently considered the main features of
the system to be important for their IIA workflow.
Regarding the highly rated features (Q2), some
of analysts comments are summarized next. P3:
“Sometimes these reports are very lengthy and
looking for a drug or error can be tedious. This
(domain-informed access points) can save us a lot
of time” (DG1). P6: “Currently, we have to check
our list of monitored drugs and match it with current
reports to see if we have got a new report, or rely on
our memory. Having an alert system that notifies us
about new possibly relevant reports can be helpful”
(DG3). P10: “Searching for reports that are similar
in content is very hectic currently, the recommend
functionality can make our lives easier” (DG2). In
short, analysts had positive feedback and were excited

Ratings:

Evidence
Recommendation

NLP Access
Points in Text

Analysts
Annotation

Evidence
Alerts

ConText Features

Figure 5: Participants feedback (ratings) on the importance
of features. Ratings are at 5-point likert scale (1=least
important, 5=most important.

about a ConText-like unified tool to assist them in
their IIA tasks.
Limitations in the current prototype were also
recorded. In particular, few participants suggested
more transparent visual query functions, such
as interactive ways of building logical and/or
queries. Others suggested to use visual cues to
distinguish their commented ‘read’ reports from the
uncommented ones to easily identify them.

8

DISCUSSION

ConText is designed to support the IIA workflow
to identify issues and collect and manage evidence
for Pharmacovigilance, a large domain world-wide
(Jeetu and Anusha, 2010) having analytics goals
and challenges (Bergvall et al., 2014) similar to the
FDA. Our evaluation illustrates that systems like
ConText can help fill the gap in the IIA workflow for
investigating potentially life-critical incident reports
which can also be adapted by other IIA domains such
as the FAA.
We learned many lessons during the design and
evaluation of ConText that we believe can be useful to
the visualization and HCI community. These lessons
come from our experience of developing a unified tool
for the IIA and some comments and suggestions we
received from the FDA experts. Below we discuss
these lessons that include both new insights we deem
useful for the design of future systems for IIA (L1,
L3, L5) as well as some established knowledge
we intend to corroborate with additional details and
further support for their value (L2, L4).
L1. Actual Text Reports Are the Backbone of
IIA. During the initial interviews, we observed that
analysts continuously emphasized the importance of
reading the actual text narratives to make a decision
if a reported incident is worthy of opening an
investigation. The importance of reading the actual
text document is highlighted previously in other
investigative domains as well (Görg et al., 2014). Our
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initial designs included 2D document representations
for the recommended documents. Analysts wanted
to see the document first hand without having to
click through the 2D tile (abstraction). Existing work
to aid actual documents with visualizations, without
disrupting the raw text, is limited to typographic
features such as highlighting (Strobelt et al., 2015).
Other text analytics approaches provide summaries
and abstractions of text documents, such as clustering,
or topic analysis (Jänicke et al., 2015). We propose
that adding a layer of such abstraction to these
text reports (Koch et al., 2014) would need careful
design and empirical evaluation to examine if the
abstraction improves or worsens the efficiency of
the IIA workflow, because analysts have to read the
narrative in any case.
L2. Goal-oriented Analysis Outweighs General
Insight Seeking. During the initial design phase
of the project, we discussed sketches of designs
consisting word clouds and topic analysis (Blei
et al., 2003) – common visual document analysis
approaches – to help analysts examine the incident
reports and get insights about these reports. The
insights from these techniques were general (unique
or similar keywords/topics) and were not helpful
in making a decision whether a certain report is
indicative of a potential problem. The analysts instead
emphasized on the importance of certain information
within these reports for decision making. This was
confirmed during evaluation as well when analysts
would first read the sentences with highlighted
NLP-generated access points, paying attention to
specific information such as drug and treatment.
While insight generation is one of the main metrics
for evaluating visual analytics (North, 2006), it’s
important that such insights are aligned with the
analysts goals, which we have witnessed during
the development of ConText. Therefore, for more
focused tasks such as IIA, analysis goals should be
prioritized over general insight seeking during design.
L3.
Smooth Transition between Concurrent
Investigative Tasks Is Important.
During
evaluation, we observed that analysts often switched
between analysing their weekly batch and collecting
evidence for a particular problem they found
interesting while reviewing a narrative. One analyst,
in particular, spotted a report indicative of an
adverse reaction from the reports recommended for
a potential medication error and started investigating
it by creating a new case. In short, analysts do
not review reports in a linear fashion, and ends up
going in multiple directions based on their findings,
which ConText supports. During evaluation, analysts
also mentioned that sometimes they lag behind
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their weekly reports analysis due to an active and
time-intensive investigation of an ongoing safety
problem. Therefore, it is crucial for future designs
to keep track of the state of multiple analyses at all
times by providing occasional reminders about their
incomplete tasks, so that they can easily pick up
where they left off an analysis.
L4. Providing Support for Tracking Analysts’
Operations Leading to Insights. When analysts
were performing IIA tasks during our evaluation,
several analysts pointed out the need for the system
to remember their queries used during searching
for evidence. Particularly, upon the confirmation
of a report being evidence to a suspected problem,
the analysts want to use the same search query
possibly with minor modifications, for future searches
to collect evidence for a certain case. Given the
importance of analytics provenance (North et al.,
2011), future designs for IIA systems can incorporate
analysts’ interactions with the system similar to
(Endert et al., 2015), to allow analysts quickly access
their reasoning process that lead to the insights in the
first place.
L5.
Communicating Uncertainty to Promote
Transparency Is Crucial. During our evaluation,
we observed that participants were hesitant to trust
the results of computational techniques such as NLP
or recommended evidence because they are used
to manually analyzing actual report text. Due to
ambiguity in the medical text, NLP techniques suffer
from lower accuracy (Jackson et al., 2017; Wunnava
et al., 2020) and hence leading to uncertainty in
the data (Mayr et al., 2019). Besides developing
more accurate algorithms, one way to to address this
is to design systems that visually communicate the
uncertainty in the underlying data to build users’
trust. For instance, similar to (Kay et al., 2016), a
word-scale visualization (Goffin et al., 2020) can be
used with each NLP-generated entity depicting the
confidence interval for the model accuracy. However,
this would need to be empirically investigated in the
context of IIA.

9

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we contribute a design study for
an analytics prototype ConText to support the
Instance-based Incident Analysis (IIA). Our design
of interactive operations and features is based
on an in-depth analysis of the Pharmacovigilance
workflows at the US FDA. ConText is designed
as a unified system to support the identification of
an incident of concern, finding evidence to build
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and strengthen a case supporting the incident, and
interactively managing multiple ongoing cases over a
large weekly batch of semi-structured text reports. We
discuss our experience of designing and evaluating
ConText, and share the insights we gained during
this process to benefit future IIA tools and techniques
for this and similar real-world problems concerning
public safety.
ConText prototype, developed as a proof of
concept for designing visual analytics for IIA,
has impacted and inspired the next generation of
commercial tools being developed for IIA at the
FDA. In the future we plan to empirically study
the long-term usability of ConText in performing
IIA tasks. This would give us further insights
into the adoption of an interactive analytics tool
such as ConText in life-critical workflows. Other
research directions include designing and evaluating
interactive trustworthy visual displays for analyzing
textual data (Mayr et al., 2019).
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